We report a brief performance study of the replica-exchange Wang-Landau algorithm, a recently proposed parallel realization of Wang-Landau sampling, using the 2D Ising model as a test case. The simulation time is found to scale inversely with the square root of the number of subwindows (and thus number of processors) used to span the global parameter space. We also investigate the "time profiles" for random walkers in different subwindows to complete iterations, which will aid the development of an adaptive load-balancing scheme.
Introduction
The Wang-Landau (WL) algorithm [Wang et al. (2001a,b) , Landau et al. (2004) ] is an effective Monte Carlo sampling method to obtain the density of states (DOS) for a physical system. Depending on the system in question, the DOS can span a wide energy domain either discretely or continuously. Hence it can become difficult for the original, serial WL scheme to reach convergence. Furthermore, the simulation speed becomes significantly slower as the complexity of the system increases and the energy range becomes larger. The replica-exchange Wang-Landau (REWL) sampling method [Vogel et al. (2013) ] is recently proposed to achieve parallelization of the algorithm, in which the energy range is split into several subwindows and the simulation task is distributed over multiple processors.
Simulation Method
We follow the REWL setup introduced in Ref. [Vogel et al. (2013) ]. In particular, we choose to divide the entire energy range into equally sized, overlapping subwindows in our simulations. Figure 1a is an example of an energy domain divided into three equal-sized subwindows, numbered as 0, 1, 2, with an overlap ratio of 80%. We allow overlap between neighboring processors with a large overlap ratio so as to ensure a reasonable acceptance probability for replica exchange. Given the size of the energy range R, the total number of subwindows N with an overlapping ratio μ, we are able to determine the size for a single subwindow L by
We investigated a two-dimensional Ising model. At the beginning of the simulation, a random configuration is generated for each of the processors. We repeatedly generate random initial configurations until the energy falls within the subwindow's energy range. We then proceed with generating a Markov chain of configurations: picking one spin at a time and decide the acceptance of the move according to
where g is the instantaneous DOS estimation; the function E(S ) yields the energy of configuration S ; S 1 and S 2 are the current and proposed configurations, respectively. If the proposed move is accepted, we multiply g(E(S 2 )) by the current modification factor λ, giving g * (E(S 2 )) = λg(E(S 2 )). Otherwise, the configuration stays at S 1 and g(E(S 1 )) is updated, as in the standard WL procedure. During the simulation, replica exchange moves between neighboring energy subwindows are proposed after a predetermined number of Monte Carlo (MC) sweeps. The replica exchange can occur only if both configurations fall within the neighboring subwindow's energy range. It is accepted with a probability similar to the Wang-Landau algorithm, with the difference that the acceptance ratio depends on both g 1 and g 2 to satisfy detailed balance:
here, S 1 and S 2 are the replica exchange candidates from the two neighboring subwindows having the densities of states g 1 and g 2 respectively. After a certain number of replica exchanges, all processors perform a flatness test for their individual histograms. A schematic procedure is illustrated in Figure 1b . Those processors passing the test can proceed to the next iteration with a reduced modification factor, λ → √ λ. The simulation ends when ALL processors reach the specified target modification factor.
We also employ multiple walkers with the same energy range, which is proven to reduce the error of the estimate of the DOS by √ m [Vogel et al. (2013) ], where m is the number of walkers using the same energy subwindow. When performing replica exchanges, the pairing of exchange partners follows a cyclic pattern, i.e., walkers using the same subwindow take turns to perform replica exchanges with a particular walker in the neighboring subwindow, to allow for a thorough "mixing" of replicas.
In the original REWL scheme in Ref. [Vogel et al. (2013) ], all walkers in the same subwindows have to attain flat histograms and average out the estimators of DOS before proceeding to the next iteration. We relax this requirement and allow different random walkers to proceed independently, and terminate the simulation when all of them get to the final modification factor. We believe that this minimizes the possibility of introducing latent correlations for DOS pieces in the same subwindow, and reduces synchronizations during the course of the simulation. However, these will have to be studied more in depth before drawing any conclusions.
Results and Discussions
The performance and speedup factors of REWL using different number of subwindows is investigated. The input parameters for the experiments using the setup shown in Figure 2a are specified as follows:
(a) An example of dividing the energy domain. The global energy range is divided into 3 subwindows with 80% overlapping region with the adjacent windows.
(b) Procedure of REWL for one processor. Replica exchanges are proposed every a number of MC sweeps, flatness of histogram is tested every a number of replica exchanges. The modification factor is reduced and the simulation proceeds to the next iteration if the flatness test is passed. In our simulations, 10 independent runs are performed for each of the four cases with 1, 3, 6, 12 subwindows. In the single walker case, one walker is assigned to each subwindow; while in the multiple walkers case, the number of walkers are adjusted to make up a total of 24 processors in a run. For example, in the case of 3 subwindows with multiple walkers, 10 independent experiments are conducted using 3 subwindows with 8 walkers each. In fixing the number of processors used in each simulation, we compare the efficiency of different experimental settings and try to find the optimal set of parameters (i.e., the one which strikes a balance between converging time and number of processors employed).
We first compare the effect of using a single walker and multiple walkers in an energy subwindow. Figure 2a shows the dependence of speedup on the number of subwindows for both the single walker and multiple walkers cases. The number of MC sweeps taken by the slowest walker to terminate the simulation is used as a measure of simulation time. For both cases, simulation time decreases with the increase in the number of subwindows, following a power law relationship. We further quantify this by performing a linear fit to the logarithmic plot for the single walker case assuming t = CN D (and thus ln t = D ln N + ln C), with N representing the number of subwindows and t denoting the number of MC sweeps of the slowest walker to finish the simulation. It is found from least-squared fit that C = (1.615 ± 0.047) × 10 7 and D = −0.507 ± 0.031. This suggests that using N subwindows for a simulation will generally lead to a factor of √ N of reduction in computational time. The difference in terminating time for the single and multiple walkers cases is not significant, except when the number of subwindows is relatively small. (b) Time profiles (number of iterations completed as function of MC time) for typical random walkers from different subwindows. Notice that the difference in the number of MC sweeps needed to finish an iteration in different subwindows starts to be significant roughly after the 20th iteration, which suggests the need for a load-balancing operation at that point. Figure 2b shows the number of MC steps required to finish a certain number of iterations for the three subwindows employed: subwindows #0, #1 and #2 are responsible for the lowest, middle and highest energy regimes, respectively. All walkers in all subwindows have approximately the same pace for the first 20 iterations, after which the starts to deviate. The processor in subwindow #1 proceeds in a moderate speed, while walkers in the other two subwindows significantly slow down and lag behind. This is believed to be due to the larger difference in the order of magnitudes in the DOS needed to be covered by the "wing windows". One possible solution, as suggested in Ref. [Vogel et al. (2013) ], is to adopt a runtime-balanced subwindow scheme where subwindow sizes are determined in such a way that the workload for the walkers to finish are roughly the same. It is equivalent to bringing all the time profiles for different walkers in Figure 2b to coincide as much as possible. While, in principle, the adjustment of subwindow ranges can be repeated adaptively during the course of the simulation, it is probably more efficient to do so at points where the paces of the random walkers start to deviate, e.g., after 2 × 10 7 or 3 × 10 7 MC sweeps have been carried out in this example. This provides a measure for the determination of the need for load-balancing; whereas different ways of subwindow size adjustment are under investigation.
Conclusion
The performance of replica-exchange Wang-Landau (REWL) algorithm on the study of a 2D Ising model is investigated; some preliminary findings are presented in this article. We have particularly focused on the effects of the number of equal-sized subwindows on the simulation time required for convergence (as measured by MC sweeps), which is found to obey a power law relation. We looked further into the breakdown of the number of MC sweeps taken for walkers in different subwindows to complete each WL iteration (presented here), as an intermediate step to work towards a systematic scheme for runtime-balancing the workload of different walkers (work in progress).
